[Therapeutic efficiency of transsubperiosteal approach for excision of orbital cavernous hemangiomas].
To evaluate the indications, operative skills and effects of transsubperiosteal approach for excision of orbital cavernous hemangiomas (OCH). In a retrospective study, the records of 42 cases with OCH confirmed by pathologic examination between June 2004 and June 2010 were analyzed. Preoperative diagnoses were based on clinical signs, CT and MRI examinations. According to the locations of the tumor, patients were assigned to 4 groups: group I: tumors located in the superotemporal quadrant in 18 cases; group II: tumors located in or near the superior orbital fissure in 15 cases; group III: tumors in the inferior peripheral space extending to the orbital apex in 4 cases; group IV: tumors in the inferonasal quadrant in 5 cases. In all 4 groups the periorbital skin was incised and then the periosteum of orbital rim was exposed. Tumors were removed from subperiosteal space. The complications and follow-up results were recorded. The rate of preoperative correct diagnosis was 100%. All cases were cured by once surgical procedures for average 20-30 min. Thirty-eight (90.5%) tumors were removed intact. The deblocking removal was recorded in 4 (9.5%) cases. In order to improve the surgical exposure of orbital apex in group II, superolateral orbital rim was removed in 6 (14.3%) cases and the walls were drilled in 3 (7.1%) cases. Follow-up periods ranged 1 to 7 years. No recurrent or remnant was recorded on imaging reviews. The visual acuity was improved in 6 (14.3%) cases. The temporary complications included chemosis in 9 (21.4%) cases, limited ocular movement in 4 (9.5%) cases and ptosis in 3 (7.1%) cases. The permanent complications included limited ocular extreme movement and dilated pupil, both in 2 cases (4.7%). Transsubperiosteal approach is eligible for the removal of OCH in the superotemporal, inferonasal quadrant and the floor of the orbit and is recommended for the tumors near the superior orbital fissure. This approach is safe and effective for removal of OCH with less surgical complication.